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Abstract: Models are increasingly used to estimate and pre-emptively calculate the occupational
exposure of airborne released particulate matter. Typical two-box models assume instant and fully
mixed air volumes, which can potentially cause issues in cases with fast processes, slow air mixing,
and/or large volumes. In this study, we present an aerosol dispersion model and validate it by
comparing the modelled concentrations with concentrations measured during chamber experiments.
We investigated whether a better estimation of concentrations was possible by using different
geometrical layouts rather than a typical two-box layout. A one-box, two-box, and two three-box
layouts were used. The one box model was found to underestimate the concentrations close to the
source, while overestimating the concentrations in the far field. The two-box model layout performed
well based on comparisons from the chamber study in systems with a steady source concentration
for both slow and fast mixing. The three-box layout was found to better estimate the concentrations
and the timing of the peaks for fluctuating concentrations than the one-box or two-box layouts under
relatively slow mixing conditions. This finding suggests that industry-relevant scaled volumes should
be tested in practice to gain more knowledge about when to use the two-box or the three-box layout
schemes for multi-box models.

Keywords: aerosol modelling; dispersion factor; geometry; chamber study; multiple boxes;
occupational exposure
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1. Introduction

As the production and use of nanomaterials increases [1–4], workers are increasingly being
exposed to aerosol nanoparticles that were released during the production or reworking [5],
with potential adverse health effects [6]. Pre-emptive assessment of exposure using mathematical mass
balance models can aid the workplaces in implementing risk management measures for working in
environments handling nanoparticles.

Chamber measurements are essential for testing and validating the dispersion models used for
exposure assessment. Dispersion of both gases and particles in chambers has previously been studied
with included relevant aerosol dynamics and chemistry [7]. Several approaches and implementations
of computational exposure exist; examples include single-box, multi-box, and multi-compartment
models (see, e.g., Johnson et al. [8], Zhang et al. [9], and Nazaroff [10]), Eulerian models [11], Gaussian
plume models [12,13], Lagrangian models [14,15], and Markov’s chain models [16]. The most widely
used model for indoor environments is the well-established box model [17]. The box model assumes
a well-mixed chamber where the concentrations are instantly mixed in the entire volume. However,
this is not always the case. Furtaw et al. [18] and Nicas et al. [19] studied SF6 gas concentrations in
an imperfectly mixed chamber and the concept of a near field (NF) zone with higher concentrations
than the far field (FF) zone was introduced. The box model was further developed by Cherrie and
Schneider [20], and has been expanded to include several individual compartments in which airflow
is restricted by physical barriers, such as walls [10,21,22]. The ventilation of the well-mixed two-box
model was studied by Cherrie et al. [23] and has further been analysed to include also various setups
of local ventilation controls and recirculation by Ganser and Hewett [24], and has been used to model
concentrations in workplaces by Koivisto et al. [25].

At the same time, a series of efforts to aid companies with assessing potential exposure to workers
have been done by developing guidelines and control banding and exposure analysis tools. These tools
include, e.g., ECETOC TRA [26], to evaluate exposure and risk using exposure scenarios, which can
further be combined with probabilistic models, or conceptual near-field/far-field models that are based
on the model by Cherrie et al. [20], such as Stoffenmanager [27] and the Advanced REACH Tool [28].

In real-world rooms, the air is rarely fully mixed. The processes might be fast and rapidly
changing, or the ventilation system might be limited or not effective and other mixing factors, such as
turbulence from movement or convection dominates the mixing, as seen for example in the study by
Jensen et al. [29]. Thus, in some cases, there should be more than two compartments to allow for longer
mixing times and better granularity of the concentration gradient. However, there are no chamber
studies conducted to test multi-compartment models as the number of measured reference points has
been too limited.

In the presented work, we monitored six different positions in an 80 m3 chamber using three
fast mobility particle sizers (FMPS), a scanning mobility particle sizer (SMPS), and five condensation
particle counters (CPC). We dispersed NaCl using a nebulizer system with a characterized source,
to produce data for modelling studies using either a constant or pulsating source as input for an aerosol
model that was based on the multi-box approach. Four different geometrical layouts in the multi-box
model were used to compare modelled concentrations with the measured concentrations. The aim of
our study was to explore the optimal way to model aerosol dispersion using a multi-compartment
approach, and to determine whether the added complexity and the parameters that were introduced
by the additional compartments present a significant benefit.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Description of the Model

The aerosol model that is presented here is based on existing and well-established aerosol
dynamics particle population balance equations. The total particle population balance equation that
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describes the change in number concentration per time is given by the simplified general dynamics
equation (see, e.g., Seinfeld and Pandis [30]; Jacobson [31])

dNk,i

dt
= Jsource,k,i + Jexchange,k,i + Jcoagulation,k,i + Jdeposition,k,i (1)

where dNk,i
dt (m−3 s−1) is the change in number concentration over time in box k and for size bin i in the

size distribution is used to characterise the source. i can be defined from a measurement following the
bin division in the instrument or for a source that is based on a lognormal distribution. k can assume
values, such as bNF, bFF1, bFF2, . . . , and bFFx, depending on the chosen geometry. Jsource,k,i is the particle
generation term, defined only in the NF zone, i.e., if k = NF. Jexchange,k,i is the ventilation-induced
transport term between the boxes. Jcoagulation,k,i describes the contribution of coagulation occurring in
the boxes. Jdeposition,k,i is the removal of particles due to deposition.

2.1.1. Source

The source term describes the origin of pollutants in the system. The source position is at all times
assumed to be a single point source that is contained in the centre of the NF volume and particles are
released from the source into the NF. The source term can be written as

Jsource,k,i = 0 if k 6= NF and Jsource,NF,i =
Si

VNF
(2)

where Si [s−1] is the source strength either estimated from measurements or simulated using a fixed
lognormal particle size distribution. VNF (m3) is the volume of the near field.

For a measured source, Si is defined as

Si = Csource measured,i × fdispersion × Fflow rate (3)

where Csource measured,i [m−3] is the concentration measured in the source position. fdispersion is
the dispersion factor applied to the measured concentration as a fitting parameter. Effectively,
the parameter fdispersion describes the underestimation of the source concentration by taking into
account the dispersion that is occurring between the source point and the measurement position.
If the Csource measured,i is measured inside the source outlet the fdispersion = 1. If the Csource measured,i
is measured nearby the source and not inside the source outlet the concentrations need to be scaled
according to the immediate dispersion and dilution occurring between the outlet and the measurement
point. Fflow rate [m3 s−1] is the volumetric flow rate of the source, as measured at the source outlet.

2.1.2. Transport and Ventilation

It is assumed that each box is well-mixed and the general ventilation is the main driver for
transport processes in the system. The transport Jexchange,k,i between box k and connected boxes for
the size bin i (in m−3 s−1) is given by Equation (4)

Jexchange,k,i =
1

Vk
∑

l
(QlkNl,i −QklNk,i) (4)

where l is a different box in the chamber as defined by the geometry or the inlet and exhaust, Vk is
the volume [m3] of the box, N is the number concentration [m−3] of particles, and Qkl is the air flow
rate [m3 s−1] from box k to box l, positive or zero, by definition. This equation also encompasses the
introduction or the removal of particles from the system by the general room ventilation inlet and
exhaust. In the case of the inlet and exhaust, the inflow concentration is in this work that is assumed to
be 0 m−3.
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Equation (4) is necessarily completed by the conservation of air mass in each box k, which reads:

nboxes

∑
l=1

Qlk =
nboxes

∑
l=1

Qkl (5)

The flow rate Q between the boxes and to the exhaust is driven by the general room ventilation.
While the air exchange rate (AER) into and out of the chamber can be measured accurately, the air flow
rate between boxes Qkl affecting the Jexchange,k,i parametrisation has to be estimated in most cases.

2.1.3. Coagulation

The description of coagulation is based on the modified Fuchs equations [32], which account for
coagulation due to the Brownian diffusion; this is the most relevant process for submicron particles.
The number concentration change rate [m−3 s−1] from the process of coagulation is given by the
term Jcoagulation,k,i

Jcoagulation,k,i =
1
2

i−1

∑
j=1

Kj,i−jNk,jNk,i−j −Nk,i

∞

∑
j=1

Ki,jNk,j (6)

where K [m3 s−1] is the Fuchs coagulation coefficient [32] between particles. Here, the contribution
from the coagulation is the removal of particles from certain size bins and the addition of the combined
particle to the appropriate combined size bin by keeping the total volume constant and by considering
the diameter of the corresponding sphere of similar volume. In the case that two particles collide and
end up in the largest size bin, the number concentration is adjusted accordingly for mass conservation.

2.1.4. Deposition

Deposition is the process of removal of aerosol particles that are adhering to surfaces in the
chamber. In this model, the process is irreversible, since resuspension is not considered. The treatment
of deposition is based on the equations that are presented in Lai and Nazaroff [33]. This way of
calculating deposition velocities gives a general, size-dependent term for depositional losses. However,
the developed model may be modified to use other deposition schemes. The time-dependent change
in particle number concentration [m−3 s−1] is given by

Jdeposition,k,i = −
1

Vk
∑

r
Ak,rυk,r,iNk,i (7)

Here, A is the area [m2] that is available for deposition in the direction r, which can be chosen
as upwards, downwards, or vertical surfaces. υ is the size-dependent deposition velocity [m s−1].
To calculate the deposition velocity, the density and the friction velocity is needed. In this work,
we assumed a constant density of 1 g cm−3 for all of the particles and a friction velocity of 0.01 cm s−1,
which is the same as estimated by Shi and Zhao [34] for normal indoor environment without fan
mixing. The surface area that is available for deposition in each box changes according to the user
defined geometrical layout.

2.1.5. Solving the General Dynamics Equation

The general dynamics equation was implemented as a MATLAB function and was solved using an
ordinary differential equation (ODE) solver inherent in MATLAB [35]. The ODE solver is a numerical
solver that calculates for each time step the changes in concentration in each size bin of the aerosol
and each box in the volume, as defined by the user. The numerical ODE solver used was the non-stiff
ODE45 solver, which uses a variable four step Runge-Kutta Dormand–Prince method [36] using single
step solving with a relative tolerance between consecutive points of 10−6. Sensitivity analysis of
the model was done using a one-at-a-time analysis [37], as described in the Supplementary Material
Figures S1–S4.
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2.2. Experimental Work

The referenced experimental work was carried out at a chamber facility at the Technical University
of Denmark. The dimensions of the chamber were (h × l × w) 2.65 × 6.45 × 4.72 m3, with a total
volume of 80.7 m3. The chamber was ventilated with HEPA filtered air. Volumetric flow into and
out of the chamber was measured with a balometer (SwemaFlow 125, Swema, Stockholm, Sweden).
The chamber was monitored at six measurement points that were evenly distributed in the chamber
and at a height of 160 cm: near the source, NF, FF1, FF2, FF3, and FF4. Number concentrations of
the aerosolised NaCl were measured in all points, while size distributions were measured in all of
the points except FF1 and FF3. NaCl was aerosolised using a nebuliser (AGK 2000, Palas, Karlsruhe,
Germany) in 0.1 w/w % concentration and was dispersed either as a constant source or as a series
of pulses from a constant height of 120 cm. The aerosol instruments used, positions, and detailed
descriptions hereof can be found in supplementary Table S5. The experimental set-up can be seen
in Table 1. All of the concentrations were measured through conductive copper tubing of 2.6 m.
Diffusion losses were corrected according to Cheng [12] when possible. For detailed information on
the experimental work see the Nanoreg report D3.4 [38].

Table 1. Geometrical layouts used as input for the model with respective names for the modelled
concentrations, positions of measurements, exhaust, and source location. Gridlines represents 1 m spacing.
One-box layout G1, a two box layout G2, and two three-box layouts G3 and G3c. Volumes and areas
available for deposition in various directions facing up, Au, facing down, Ad, and with vertical facing, Av.

bNF bMF bFF
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Two steady state experiments, E1 and E2, were chosen as providing a scenario with a constant
source in high and low AER, respectively, and E3 with a rapidly changing pulsating source in low AER.
These experiments were chosen since they have the most complete datasets for all instrument used.
E1, E2, and, E3 corresponds to DTU04, DTU06, and DTU09, respectively, as found in the Nanoreg
report D3.4. For E1 and E2, the SMPS data measured near the source during the experiments have
been used as the input to the model as the source term. For E3, the SMPS neutralizer was not active
during the experiments. The source input has therefore been constructed using the product of the
normalised total number concentrations from experiment E3 and the mean size distribution that was
measured during the steady state period of E2.

2.3. Description of Geometries Considered

The main focus here is to compare a one-, two-, or three-box geometrical layout, and to investigate
whether there is a need to add additional boxes to the systems. This concern is important, as adding
a more complex geometry increases the number of free variables, the computational time, and the
uncertainty of the user-required input. However, if the ability to predict the concentrations improves,
it may be worth the effort. Four different geometrical setups (Table 1) were chosen to represent different
ways to divide the chamber. A one-box layout (G1) where the entire chamber was considered as a
single box. A two-box layout (G2) with a NF volume of 23 m3 and the FF was the rest of the chamber.
In one of the two considered three-box layouts (G3), the NF was the same as for the two-box layout,
but the rest of the chamber was divided into a mid field (MF) and a FF two along the longest wall
at 2/3 of the length. In the other three-box layout (G3c), the chamber was divided into a series of
concentric cylinders with full chamber height with the source at the centre. The diameter of the NF
is 1.75 m, the radius of the MF was 3 m, and the FF was the rest of the chamber. The diameter of the
NF was chosen according to the geometry. The NF measurement position was 0.71 m from the source.
The radius of the NF in G3c was then chosen to contain the NF measurement point. The volumes and
areas available for deposition for each layout can be found in Table 1.

Mixing and Transport

The only driving system for ventilation, transport, and mixing in the chamber was the supply
and the extraction of air to the chamber positioned in in the ceiling of the chamber. The supply air was
filtered by HEPA H14 filters and inlets were fitted with a diffuser for an even spread of the incoming
clean air. Any mixing due to convective flows was assumed to be insignificant when compared with the
mixing due to the ventilation. For Jexchange,k,i, the flow rate between connected boxes were calculated
from the AER of the room.

Qkl = Qlk = AER×Vtotal ×
1 h

3600 s
(8)

Qkl was naturally set to zero when boxes k and l were not connected. Any flow out from leaks or
instruments, as well as, flow in from the source nebuliser was neglected. The exhaust removal process
is set to occur in the conceptual box where the outlet is located (Table 1). This method of calculating
the flow rates is useful for well-mixed volumes, while in other ventilation settings, the flow might
need to be calibrated as done, e.g., in Ganser and Hewett [24]. In this study, for the AER of 3.5 h−1 and
10 h−1 Q between connected boxes was 0.0785 m3 s−1 and 0.2242 m3 s−1, respectively.

3. Results

3.1. Particle Concentration Measurements

The nebuliser provided a stable concentration and size distribution of NaCl aerosols, as measured
above the source. The generated particles have a geometric mean diameter of 42 nm and turning off
the nebuliser caused the concentrations to rapidly decrease (Figure S6). Particle number concentrations
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in the chamber were measured during the experiments with a time resolution of 1 s but were averaged
to a time resolution of 60 s to improve readability, Figure 1. In general, the measured concentrations
agreed well within each measurement position with CPC total number concentrations being 0.7 times
the corresponding FMPS concentrations; this is due to the lower cut off size in the FMPS and the
multi charging on agglomerates, which causes some overestimation of the FMPS concentration [39].
Higher concentrations were measured by the CPCs in positions FF1 and FF3 when compared to
positions FF2 and FF4, with FF2 concentrations being higher than FF4 concentrations. In the E1 and
E2 experiments, the source was continuously on and the AER was 10 h−1 in E1 and 3.5 h−1 in E2.
The NF concentrations during the time when the source was active were on average 4.5 and 1.5 times
higher than the FF concentration, respectively (Figure 1A,B). When the source was turned off, the NF
and FF concentrations were similar in both cases. At steady state, the results from the high AER
experiment show separation into a well-mixed NF or FF zone, whereas for low AER concentrations
were similar in the entire chamber. In the E3, the source emission was pulsed at cycle of 2 min on and
15 min off and the cycle was repeated seven times, and the AER was 3.5 h−1 (Figure 1C). For E3 the
average concentration in the NF when the particles were released was 2.2 times higher, with peak
concentrations up to 10 times higher than the average FF concentrations. There was a delay in time
between peak concentrations at different positions with approximately 300 seconds delay between the
NF peak concentration position and the peak concentration of FF4 furthest from the source. In some
instances, the FF3 concentrations were higher than what was measured in the NF. Size distributions
that were measured by the FMPS in NF, FF2, and FF4 positions are found in Figure S7.
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Figure 1. Measured aerosol total number concentrations in the chamber during experiment E1 (high air
exchange rate (AER) and constant source) (A); E2 (low AER and constant source) (B); and, E3 (low AER
and fluctuating source) (C).

3.2. Modelled Concentrations

The source measurement position was placed 40 cm above the outlet of the nebulizer, and a
dispersion factor of 18 ± 0.1 provided the best fit in the case of fast mixing, E1, whereas 4.2 ± 0.1
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was found as the best fit for both sources in the slow mixing system, E2 and E3. The best fit was
determined by minimising the overall deviation between the measured and modelled the total number
concentrations. Mass balance for the modelled two-box layout can be found in Figure S8.

As expected, when the number of compartments was increased the model predicted better local
concentrations measured different locations of the room. In E1 the one-box layout, G1, underestimated
the NF concentrations by 60%, while FF concentrations were mainly overestimated. For the two-box
layout and the two three-box layouts, G2, G3, and G3c, respectively, the NF concentrations were
underestimated by 25%, while FF concentrations were mainly overestimated. When comparing by
position and instrument, the calculated deviations from the measured concentrations of two- and
three-box layout, they were within ±8 percentage points of each other (Figure 2). This meant that
concentrations were estimated equally for the multi-box layouts.
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Figure 2. Results from the modelling of experiment E1. (A) shows the results from the one-box layout
G1; (B) shows the results for the two-box layout G2; and, (C,D) are the results from the two three-box
layouts G3 and G3c, respectively; (E) shows the geometric mean of the deviation that have been
calculated between the measurement position and the box representing the position, e.g., bMF in the
case of the FF2 for the three-box layouts.

In E2, for the one-box layout, the NF concentrations were underestimated by 40%, while the
two-box layout overestimated the NF concentrations by 12%. The concentrations in the FF positions
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were predicted similarly by all of the layouts, and were ±7 percentage points within each other,
regardless of geometrical layout, when comparing by position and instrument the deviation from the
modelled concentrations (Figure 3). For the two steady state experiments, E1 and E2, the differences
between the two-box and the three-box layouts were mainly due to differences in the establishing phase
of the steady state and at end of the experiment, after the source was turned off. During the steady state,
the modelled concentrations were similar for all of the geometrical layouts. Additionally, the multi-box
layouts estimated more accurately the NF concentrations, than the one-box layout. At the same time
the modelled concentrations for the far field were similar between the two- and three-box layouts,
but the complexity was lower for the two-box layout because of the simpler geometry. Therefore,
for both E1 and E2 the two-box layout provided the optimal geometrical layout.
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Figure 3. Results from the modelling of experiment E2. (A) shows the results from the one-box layout
G1; (B) shows the results for the two-box layout G2; and, (C,D) are the results from the two three-box
layouts G3 and G3c, respectively; and, (E) shows the geometric mean of the deviation that have been
calculated between the measurement position and the box representing the position, e.g., bMF in the
case of both FF1 and FF2 for the three-box layouts.
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In E3, the constructed source strength was found to generate concentrations in a similar order
of magnitude as the measured concentrations. For the one-box layout the NF concentrations were
underestimated by 40%. The NF concentrations were predicted within ±10% using the more complex
geometrical layouts. The G3c provided the lowest deviation of ±2%. For positions FF1 and FF4 the
concentrations were overestimated by all geometrical layouts, while the three-box layouts provided
the lowest deviations of the tested geometries with a deviation of 30% and 48% when comparing with
the CPC, respectively, and 0% when comparing with the FMPS concentrations that were measured in
FF4. For FF2 and FF3, the concentrations were underestimated by all layouts by 25–48% (Figure 4).
In addition, the three-box layouts successfully estimated the broadening of the concentration profile
and the timing of the peak concentrations within ±2% for the FF1 and FF4 measurement positions
as compared with the one- and two-box layouts, and less than 5% difference in timing for the FF2
position (Figure S9). Comparing the measured and the modelled particle size distributions showed
that the model was able to replicate well the size distribution profiles, which followed the same overall
shape between the experiments and the modelled distributions (Figure S7).
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Figure 4. Results from the modelling of experiment E3. (A) shows the results from the one-box layout
G1; (B) shows the results for the two-box layout G2; and, (C,D) are the results from the two three-box
layouts G3 and G3c, respectively; (E) shows the geometric mean of the deviation that have been
calculated between the measurement position and the box representing the position, e.g., bFF in the
case of both FF3 and FF4 for the three-box layouts.
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4. Discussion

4.1. Comparison with the Modelled Concentrations

In this study, we considered one-, two-, and three-box layouts in the chamber. On average,
the concentrations for all of the geometrical layouts were estimated reliably within a factor of 0.5
and 2 of the measured concentrations, which has been used as a benchmark by Jayjock et al. [17].
The one-box layout underestimated the NF concentrations and overestimated the FF concentrations
due to the direct dilution of the aerosols into a much larger volume than for any of the other geometries.
The two-box model was found to provide the best overall fit for experiment E1 and E2 where the
constantly active source caused stable concentrations and a reasonably fully mixed situation after
the initial 900 s. In E1 the NF concentrations were underestimated by the two-box model by close
to 25% due to high variation in the measured NF concentrations. This high variance might be due
to the occurrence of eddy formation and cyclic directional transport in the NF due to a high AER in
this experiment, meaning that a high concentration gradient and incomplete mixing in the NF could
be expected.

Comparison of concentrations for the three-box layouts was made possible by having several
measurement points in the chamber to record the differences in concentrations between NF, MF,
and FF. The main differences between the two three-box layouts were the volumes of each box and
the respective deposition areas. For G3c and G3, respectively, the bNF and bMF were 20% to 25%
smaller, while bFF was 47% larger. Despite this difference in volume division between the two layouts,
they perform equally in predicting concentrations. For example, the difference in the modelled NF
concentration between the two three-box layouts was negligible despite the NF volume was close to
25% smaller for G3c compared to G3 6.3 m3 and 8.3 m3, respectively. This would mean less dilution in
the initial step in the NF for G3c, but the effect was negated by the transport and dilution into the MF.
The inclusion of a MF limits flow to the FF in the model and improves the model quality, when mixing
is limited by, e.g., cross flow by ventilation or walls. The three-box layouts better followed the timing
of the peak concentrations and the broadening of the concentration peaks in MF and FF compared to
the two-box and one-box layouts. Accurate timing is relevant if workers are present only during peak
concentrations, but it is less critical if the concern is the overall average concentration.

Overall, a decreasing deviation from the measured concentration was observed with increasing
complexity except for the position FF3, which displayed exceptional high concentrations when
compared with, e.g., FF4 and FF2, and which was similarly underestimated in the models for all of the
layouts. Since we assumed the chamber to be fully mixed at all times, the increased concentrations
measured in the FF3 position were not replicated by the model, and thus the concentrations were
underestimated in this position for all geometrical layouts. For comparison measurement and
workplace measurements in general, the position of monitoring equipment is crucial as concentrations
that were measured in FF4 were much different than in FF3 and would give a completely different
concentration profile despite being close to the same distance from the source, 4.1 m and 4.7 m for FF3
and FF4, respectively.

4.2. Geometrical Layouts

Choosing a representative geometrical layout when approximating concentrations using multi-box
models is a critical point. By splitting the chamber into multiple boxes, it is possible to increase the
granularity, and thereby, achieving a better fit with the measured concentrations. But, as more
boxes are added, more unknowns and parameters, such as flow between boxes and the geometrical
parameterisation, which in turn, is linked to deposition parameters and influence on the exhaust
removal via the general ventilation. The added parameters being introduced need to be fitted,
this consequently increases the uncertainty in the model and makes it harder to apply the results to
systems without reference concentrations. In this study, for the constant source in E1 and E2, no further
significant increase in accuracy was found when increasing the geometrical complexity from a two-
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to a three-box layout. Whereas, for the fluctuating source and low AER in E3, the timing of the peak
concentrations were better estimated by the three-box layout.

The dispersion of aerosols is heavily dependent on the ventilation and air-flow, as this is
conceptually the only method of mixing the aerosols inside the chamber besides convection-driven
transport. This means that it is difficult to estimate the concentrations accurately by using multi-box
models in an environment where the air is not well-mixed. For work in small chambers, a one- or
two-box layout might be sufficient for accurate modelling depending on the mixing. For studies of
workplaces and industrial facilities, the rooms are often comprised of large factory halls. In these
facilities, the effect of the general ventilation on the flow between NF and FF is often limited,
meaning long transport times and that natural convection plays an important role as well. Therefore,
the assumption of fully mixed compartments might no longer be valid and directional transport
similar as for the FF3 position in E2 and E3 will occur. The utility of the multi-box layouts should be
tested in further experimental and field studies, ideally increasing the number of monitoring positions.
In general, in the decision tree for choosing appropriate geometry for any modelling, the following
should be taken into account: first, structures limiting the airflow and the transport of particles in
the chamber; second, to determine location and use of the general and local ventilation; third, in the
case of workers in the location, to take into account where they are located and to determine the
relevant need for assessing their exposure, including any limitations with regards to the experimental
setup. Other approaches to determine possible geometrical layouts include using Kriging methods on
measured concentrations to fit the geometrical parameters or use computational fluid dynamics to
calibrate the transport in the model and to design a multi-box layout based on the determined flow
fields taking care of identifying potential dead zones in the chamber.

4.3. Measurements

In E1 and E2, the maximum concentrations were higher than in E3 due to the continuous source.
The high AER meant a faster removal of particles from the FF, thus greater difference in between NF
and FF concentrations than for low AER in the steady state experiments. In addition, the concentrations
measured in the different FF positions were similar in magnitude during the steady state, with highest
concentrations being measured in FF3. In this case, the chamber was assumed to be fully mixed after
the first 900 s. The slower mixing in E3 caused the dilution of the dispersed aerosol to be slower, and,
unlike in E1 and E2, coupled with short source active time of 2 min every 15 min, there was no steady
state concentrations that were observed in E3. In general, for E3, there was a delay of 150 s before
the concentration reached its maximum in the NF and further 175–450 s to increase to the maximum
concentrations in the FF. The dilution caused the concentration peak to appear sharp closer to the
source and broaden further from the source. Exception to this was the FF3 measurement position,
which was closer in concentration magnitude to the NF concentration in both E2 and E3. These higher
concentrations were not observed at FF4 even though FF3 and FF4 were of a similar distance from
the source, while FF3 was closer to the exhaust with a distance of 1 m and 1.9 m for FF3 and FF4,
respectively. However, since there was only one CPC that was located in the FF3 position, it was not
possible to determine whether this was caused by an anomaly of the instrument or that the flow of
particles by the air-flow from the ventilation caused a directional transport of the particles in both
experiments, which would mean non-homogenous mixing in the chamber at low AER.

4.4. Outlook

Using models for workplace assessments by safety engineers in the industry requires a model that
is fast and intuitive to use while providing reasonably accurate estimates of concentrations. The model
computational time in the presented work was less than 30 s on a standard desktop computer. Adding
a graphical user interface could make the use of the model an intuitive and easy experience for the
safety engineer. Additionally, having a scenario library, as described in Koivisto et al. [5], or being
compiled in the nano exposure & contextual information database [40], which includes the measured
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source strengths and sample processes, would be a valuable inclusion as well. This would further tie
in well with the current EU project caLIBRAte [41] intentions to systematise and homogenise the way
data are collected and handled for the use in models. This allows for the use of modelling of real indoor
working environments and a comparison of measured and modelled concentrations, while considering
the decision tree for when to apply the use of multiple boxes in the geometrical layout of the model.
While the present study has shown, especially the two- and three-box layouts predicted well the
concentration levels in a well-controlled environment, the next step is to test the model performance
by comparing modelled exposure levels with measured exposure levels in different environments.
A successful comparison requires exposure studies, where contextual information is described well,
and that concentrations are measured from multiple locations (see, e.g., occupational exposure studies
by Jensen et al. [29], Koponen et al. [42], Mølgaard et al. [22], Koivisto et al. [25,43–45], and Fonseca et
al. [46,47]). In addition, chamber studies will be carried out to characterise the significance of source
strength measurements and the dispersion factor.

5. Conclusions

In the presented work, we have introduced a working multi-box aerosol model that is based on
established aerosol physics and conceptual flow parameters. The particle population balance equation
of the model includes a source generation, ventilation and transport, coagulation, and a deposition
term. We used measured data from chamber experiments to compare with modelled concentrations.
The experiments consisted of two different source generation schemes. In one case, the source was
constant over 50 min with a high AER and more than 150 min with a low AER. In the third case,
the source was a series of seven pulses of two minutes with a low AER. The chamber was monitored
in six positions for accurate timing of concentration changes throughout the chamber.

With the model, we tested different geometrical layouts of the boxes in the model. A one-box,
two-box, and two three-box layouts were used. The three-box layouts consisted of a square- and a
cylindrical-shaped layout. We found that, for the constant source experiment, the two-box geometry
provided the best overall fit at most of the locations with concentrations in all of the positions within
±35% of the measured concentrations, except in the case of position FF3 for low AER, while the
one-box layout underestimated the concentrations in the NF and overestimated the concentrations in
the FF. For the pulsating source, the three-box layout provided increased granularity and followed
better the trends of the measured total number concentrations. The three-box layouts provided a better
fit when compared with three out of five positions inside the chamber.

For a constant source and fast or slow mixing, the two-box model will provide an accurate
estimation of the concentration, but chambers with a slow mixing rate, which means longer transport
and mixing times, a multi-box approach, should be considered for providing more detailed granularity
of the concentrations and a more accurate estimate of concentrations originating from a rapidly
changing source.
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